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Chapter 691
The strong appearance of the Thunder group directly ignited the atmosphere of the
audience, and everyone began to discuss enthusiastically.

And looked at Wayne Lin.

Jiang Liqun’s pupils contracted, and he said to Wayne Lin in a deep voice, “Randal, it’s
that group of people again. They have made another move. Seeing them like this, it
seems that they have moved even more this time!”

Damon Wang gritted his teeth and said, “Randal, this group is too much. They dare to
make trouble when you are there, and they clearly didn’t put you in the eyes!”

Jeff Han also nodded vigorously in agreement: “Yes, you can’t take this guy lightly this
time, otherwise it will spread out. It will be a huge blow to your reputation, Randal!”

Alma Chu was also there. She took Wayne Lin’s hand and said worriedly: “Wayne, who
are these people? Why are you still making trouble at our opening ceremony?”

Wayne Lin said lightly: “It’s from BRAGRUN’s organization. He came here specifically
for me.”

“BRAGRUN organization?!” When Alma Chu heard these four words, she immediately
took a breath of cold air, with horror on her face.

Wayne Lin did not hide Alma Chu about the BRAGRUN organization, so Alma Chu
knew that the BRAGRUN organization was a very powerful and domineering
organization. Her mother-in-law, who was Wayne Lin’s biological mother, was still
imprisoned in it. It can be said that Wayne Lin’s life is the worst enemy.

Alma Chu hugged Wayne Lin tightly, and said worriedly: “BRAGRUN organization, is
this going to attack us? Then what should we do?”



Wayne Lin patted Alma Chu’s hand and said with a smile: “It’s okay, everything is with
me. When the sky is falling, I will stand up.”

Wayne Lin’s words were very light, as if they were just talking about a trivial thing, but
when it spread to everyone’s ears, it was full of security. Alma Chu’s worried mood was
now relaxed a lot.

At this moment, Wayne Lin and Lei Zhen looked at each other, and there seemed to be
two transparent lightning bolts colliding with each other fiercely, making huge
movements. Obviously neither of them moved, but the collision of the two powerful
mental powers made so many people in the audience feel it invisibly. There was a
thunder in their minds, and in vaguely, it seemed that they heard lightning and thunder.

“Strange, why did I hear the sound of thunder just now? Isn’t it a sunny day? Where did
the thunder come from?”

“Damn, I also heard thunder just now, I thought I had hallucinations, so you heard it
too.”

“I heard it too…”

“What’s the matter, I also heard…”

Many people are starting to be surprised, not knowing why.

As two great congenital realm Great Perfection powerhouses, how strong their mental
power is. If they want, they can control an ordinary person by hypnosis in an instant,
and let him listen to his own words obediently. Even if he was allowed to kill and set fire,
it would be no problem to dedicate his wealth.

It was in the innate realm to resist the invasion of their spiritual power.

Of course, with their status and structure, there is no need to disdain and do such
things.

When the two of them looked at each other, they had simply fought, and they felt a little
more awe-inspiring.

Lei Zhen’s inner activity: “Qin Yuehua’s wild species



Chapter 692
Most people don’t know the existence of BRAGRUN organization, and have not even
heard of it, so now they hear Lei Zhen’s words, their expressions are very exciting, full
of gossip and curiosity.

In this way, Wayne Lin’s background does not seem to be very glorious?

If it were changed before, Wayne Lin would definitely be furious when he heard such
words, and felt humiliated, but now, he was relieved.

His birth is not something he can decide. Besides, he doesn’t think he is a wild species,
he is the crystallization of his parents’ love, and he does not think that his parents’ love
is something that cannot be seen. On the contrary, it is organized by BRAGRUN as a
civilization. The feudal organization of society is something that cannot be seen, and
things that cannot keep up with the times will soon be eliminated by the times! He didn’t
think how long the BRAGRUN organization could exist.

So instead of turning into anger, Wayne Lin smiled and said faintly: “Lei Zhen, seeing
you now, I finally know why you are in BRAGRUN, always lowering your sword like
frost. Your cultivation is not as good as sword like frost. , Even the self-cultivation is far
from it, you will never catch up with Jian Rushuang in your life.”

Ordinary people sounded that Wayne Lin’s words were not lethal, very weak.

But when it fell into Lei Zhen’s ears, it made the corner of his mouth twitch fiercely twice!
His face suddenly became colder, he was obviously poked by Wayne Lin, and his heart
suddenly became annoyed.

Sword Rushuang, in BRAGRUN organization, like a big mountain, kept pressing on his
head, making him extremely uncomfortable.

This time he came to Wayne Lin for trouble. In addition to the cause of the neon clothes,
there was another reason, which was Jian Rushuang.

Because Wayne Lin was Jian Rushuang himself, and did not kill anyone, this matter
spread to the BRAGRUN organization, which has reduced Jian Rushuang’s prestige a



lot. It’s just that Jian Rushuang’s cultivation base is really terrifying, only under the Holy
King, so those people dare not show it.

If Lei Zhen can kill Wayne Lin and turn back holding Wayne Lin’s head, he can fiercely
slap his sword in the face like frost, and his prestige can definitely be improved by then!

Now in the BRAGRUN organization, they are all spreading that the old man of the Holy
King has not appeared for too long. It seems that he has lived for too long and too long,
and his life is not much. They are going to pass on the position of the Holy King. The
king of heaven has a chance.

How tempting is the position of the Saint King?

Don’t look at Lei Zhen now as the King of the Southern Territories, with a high authority,
a woman who has endless money to spend and enjoys endlessly, but human desires
are endless. Once he becomes the holy king, his strength will suddenly Many times
more! He can also get the resources of the entire BRAGRUN organization. At that time,
he will break through to the realm of King Kong indestructible, and it is not impossible.

And now, in BRAGRUN organization, besides the holy king, the person with the highest
cultivation level is Jian Rushuang. If the old man of the holy king really abdicates, then
Jian Rushuang has the greatest chance.

Therefore, Lei Zhen would not be willing to give up such an opportunity. Once Wayne
Lin’s head was cut off and given to the old man of Saint King, his chances would be
much greater.

In fact, it’s not just him, but the other kings of the northwestern regions are also planning
this matter.

Because it is not a rumor that the Holy King might abdicate, in recent years, the Holy
King has indeed appeared less and less. If it weren’t for them to vaguely feel the breath
of the holy king, they would doubt that the holy king is dead?

In fact, the old man of the Holy King has lived for too long, too long, but Lei Zhen can be
sure that the Holy King has already

Chapter 693



“I’m not your opponent?” Lei Zhen stopped, staring at Wayne Lin, and said in a high
voice: “I have seen an ignorant person, but this is the first time I have seen someone as
ignorant as you. You think you are relying on the spirit of heaven and earth.
Nourishment, breakthrough to the Dzogchen in the Innate Realm, is it a true Dzogchen
in the Inborn Realm? I tell you, you are a side-by-side…”

Wayne Lin interrupted him, dug his ears, and looked impatient, “Have you barked
enough? Get out of me if you bark enough.”

“Presumptuous! A little pariah, dare to treat the king of heaven…”

The middle-aged man next to Lei Zhen suddenly became furious, pointing at Wayne
Lin’s nose and cursing.

But immediately, Wayne Lin glared at him, his face changed immediately, and the words
in his throat couldn’t be cursed anymore, just like a duck caught in the neck.

An aura of turbulent waves swept from Wayne Lin’s body towards him, immediately
making him feel the tremendous pressure, his body shuddered severely, and an
expression of horror appeared on his face.

Just kidding, how high is Wayne Lin’s realm. This is only the fourth stage of the innate
realm, and it’s a relatively ordinary one. How can it withstand Wayne Lin’s pressure?

Wayne Lin snorted disdainfully, “An ant like you, dare to talk too much? Even if Lei Zhen
is here, it would be easy for me to kill you!”

“You!” Wayne Lin was so angry that the other party was very uncomfortable and
unhappy, but he didn’t dare to talk any more, because Wayne Lin’s momentum just now
scared him. It gave him a feeling that Wayne Lin was not lying. If Wayne Lin really
wanted to kill him, even Lei Zhen could not keep him here.

Because the gap between the Dzogchen and the fourth stage of the Innate Realm is too
big.

Lei Zhen’s momentum weakened a lot at once.

Lei Zhen was unhappy, he snorted again, “I live and die.”



He shot directly, and issued a sharp blow to Wayne Lin.

At the moment he shot, everyone’s eyes were darkened, creating an illusion, as if the
sky was about to collapse, all the light was swallowed, and the world was about to be
destroyed.

This is Lei Zhen’s mental power is too strong, affecting everyone.

Fortunately, it was only a second, otherwise they would really think it was the end of the
world. Even so, so many people present were deeply shocked.

Almost instantly, Lei Zhen arrived in front of Wayne Lin and slapped it with one palm.
Even a city would be destroyed by this palm.

Jiang Liqun and the others suddenly became flustered, and backed subconsciously.
They were so scared that their faces became pale and hurriedly backed away.

Alma Chu was also scared. She tightly grasped Wayne Lin’s hand and her heartbeat
accelerated. Suddenly, she felt a gentle force and pushed her away.

It was Wayne Lin who made the move. With Lei Zhen’s strength, he did not dare to
neglect, and must go all out.

In his eyes, there was a brilliant light, not retreating but advancing, head-to-head with
Lei Zhen.

In the eyes of everyone, this is completely Mars hitting the earth, which will cause huge
damage.

The fact is indeed the case. The two of them can fight no less than a hundred punches
in one second, which is terrifying.

The ground under their feet was cracked and frightened everyone at the scene. They
backed away for fear of harming the pond fish.

But they didn’t fight for too long, and they separated in a simple match.

The two of them looked at each other, and both saw the hostility and fear in each other’s
eyes.



Lei Zhen squinted slightly, facing Lin Zi

Chapter 694
Ten days was not too much and not too much for Wayne Lin, just enough.

Enough to digest the life origin of the last heaven and earth spirit fruits in his body. At
that time, his strength will usher in a diligence, Lei Zhen will not be his opponent!

During these ten days, Wayne Lin chose to retreat.

And Lei Zhen didn’t dare to be big, and also chose to retreat.

Originally, he didn’t pay attention to Wayne Lin, but after seeing Wayne Lin today, he
found that Wayne Lin was not that simple, and he underestimated Wayne Lin.

But even so, he still has absolute confidence that he can defeat Wayne Lin, cut off
Wayne Lin’s head, and give it to the holy king.

When they were all in retreat, there was a turmoil in the outside world, and everyone
began to discuss this battle fiercely.

Lei Zhen is not a nameless person. He has only stayed in the BRAGRUN organization
for a long time in the past five years, and gradually faded out of the world, but his
legend still circulates in the world.

The name God Killer is not just called casually.

In the early years, Lei Zhen was also a ruthless person. At the age of 30, he broke
through to the congenital realm of Dzogchen. He passed through all the way and killed
many famous masters at that time. It was only later that it seemed to provoke someone
who shouldn’t be offended before hiding.

Many people thought that he was dead, but they didn’t expect that now, after five years,
he would come out again, and the first thing he had to return was the big thing he did,
and he would directly write a statement to Wayne Lin!



You know, Wayne Lin is now the most famous person in the entire province of G,
especially Wayne Lin’s return of the king this time, he has abused so many people, as if
he has secured the top spot in the province of g.

And Wayne Lin is still the chief instructor of Xuanyuan No. 3, with the rank of lieutenant,
who dares to be disrespectful to him?

But Lei Zhen went directly to Wayne Lin for the operation, which also showed Lei Zhen’s
confidence.

In any case, this is a war of the century, drawing the attention of many people.

“What? Lei Zhen issued a war note to Instructor Lin, and Instructor Lin took it?” At the
third place of Xuanyuan, Sun Liang learned about it. His expression was wonderful, not
just him, but also high-level officials such as Zhao Xia and Xiao Cangmang. , The same
reaction.

Peng Zhuo shook his head and said with a wry smile: “This instructor Lin is really a
weird thing. It’s a troublesome machine that walks, so no one has hatred against him.”

Xiao Cangmang also said: “Yeah, since I remembered, instructor Lin has never stopped.
People are always asking him for trouble, and now even Lei Zhen is out.”

Zhao Xia said with a solemn expression: “I heard that this Lei Zhen is not simple. It is a
top powerhouse of Dzogchen in the Innate Realm. He can already compete with Jian
Rushuang. Now he is facing instructor Lin, fearing that it will be wicked. Less.”

Sun Liang also said anxiously: “Isn’t it, this Lei Zhen, who was known as a god-killer,
how many masters, died in his hands? Those deeds he did back then are more
legendary than instructor Lin, really fought. , I think instructor Lin is not necessarily Lei
Zhen’s opponent!”

One of the senior officials said disapprovingly: “What about the godslayer? You forget
that instructor Lin even defeated Fan Zhengping a few days ago? You know, Fan
Zhengping is also a master of Innate Realm Dzogchen, I see, This Lei Zhen can’t be
instructor Lin’s opponent.”

&n;



b “Yes, I believe in Instructor Lin anyway. In this period of time, instructor Lin has done
many miracles, so a Lei Zhen is not a problem at all.” Another senior also agreed.

Peng Zhuo raised his hand to stop their discussion, and said, “We are no longer
discussing it now. The book has been written. Ten days later, Instructor Lin and Lei
Zhen will fight to the death in Junlin Mountain. The result will be known by then.
Instructor Lin. Dare to agree, I believe he is still sure to ask, we just wait.”

When everyone heard Peng Zhuo’s words, they nodded and didn’t say much.

At Xuanyuan No.2, they heard this message soon, and Zhong Tao laughed out loud
immediately, particularly happy, “Wayne Lin, Wayne Lin, you evildoer shouldn’t exist in
this world!” Humph, now even Lei Zhen has come out to walk for the sky, hahaha!”

Luo Hongyang was also full of excitement. When he heard the news, his first reaction
was that Wayne Lin was going to die.

Lei Zhen, but the big demon who was famous back then, a first-class martial arts
genius, turned out to be born, defeated many masters, and went away. Now five years
have passed, Lei Zhen’s strength must be even stronger. How could Wayne Lin be the
opponent of Lei Zhen!

Fan Zhengping also showed a smile. A few days ago, he lost to Wayne Lin, which was a
huge blow to his reputation, and he was depressed for a long time.

But now, Wayne Lin has offended Lei Zhen and is going to fight to the death. He is very
clear about Lei Zhen’s strength and Wayne Lin’s chance of winning is not high.

Once Wayne Lin died, his anger was much smoother.

“Wayne Lin kicked the iron this time.” Fan Zhengping said with a smile.

In Yandu, in a compound, the military god and Shangguan Weian were watching the
training of a group of soldiers in front of him. At this time, Shangguan Weian received
the message. He took out a look, showing a little weirdness on his face, and then
confronted the military god Cary. Dao said, “Brother Cary, you really guessed it right.
The Thunder of BRAGRUN organization has attacked Wayne Lin and has written the
battle.”



Shangguan stalwart, looking at the gentleman next to him, like a university professor, he
admired the most.

When Cary told him about this, he still didn’t believe it, and thought it was impossible.
Lei Zhen had disappeared for so many years and had been hiding in the BRAGRUN
organization. How could he deal with Wayne Lin gracefully?

Besides, Lei Zhen is the heavenly king of BRAGRUN’s Southern Territory, and he has
no direct grudges with Wayne Lin.

But now the facts have shown that Cary Dao really got the guess, and Thunder has
already written the battle against Wayne Lin.

After Cary heard it, he was not surprised at all. He smiled and said, “It seems that
Wayne Lin’s skill has improved a lot during this period of time. Lei Zhen will not be able
to take Wayne Lin for a while, so he decided to start the battle. Now. This Wayne Lin is
really an enchanting evildoer, the speed of improvement is amazing.”

Shangguan Wei’an said in surprise, “Brother Cary, what do you mean, Lei Zhen is not
Wayne Lin’s opponent in their engagement this time?”

Cary nodded and said: “Yes. Lei Zhen underestimated Wayne Lin. He was wrong to
give Wayne Lin ten days to prepare. If it is a decisive battle within three days, then the
outcome is hard to say.”

“Lei Zhen is a veteran Innate Realm Great Perfection. He is still a talented evildoer. Will
he really lose to Wayne Lin? Besides, in ten days, the impact will not be so great, right.”
Shangguan Wei’an said suspiciously.

Chapter 695
Indeed, according to Shangguan Wei’an, what can be done in ten days?

Although he is not a master of the congenital realm, all he has contact with is a master
of the congenital realm. He knows that especially when the congenital realm reaches
the Great Perfection, it is even more difficult to do so. Let alone ten days, even ten
months, ten years, progress. It’s not too high!



So Shangguan Wei’an expressed his doubts, and he didn’t want to believe that this was
the case.

Cary smiled and said, “Brother Shangguan, you don’t know anything. Wayne Lin has
swallowed the colorful origin fruit, which contains a lot of life origin. Ten days will be
enough for him to digest all life origin, and then he will have strength. He will also usher
in diligence, and the Thunder will no longer be his opponent.”

Shangguan Wei’an said, “No, the colorful original fruit that Wayne Lin snatched was not
eaten by his wife… You mean, Wayne Lin lied, and his wife’s serious illness was a
scam? !”

Shangguan Wei’an’s expression became serious in an instant, with some anger. If
Wayne Lin really lied to him, he would definitely not take Wayne Lin lightly! This is a
matter of principle.

Cary Dao waved his hand and said, “Brother Shangguan, you are misunderstood.
Wayne Lin indeed ate the colorful original fruit on the Lion Mountain to his wife. He did
not deceive anyone.”

“Uh…” Shangguan Wei’an was stunned and said in a puzzled way: “Then you said he
ate the Seven-Colored Origin Fruit… Wait a minute, you mean, there are two
Seven-Colored Origin Fruit?!”

Cary had a deep gaze, nodded, and said, “Yes, there are two colorful origin fruits, and
Wayne Lin swallowed the second one. That’s why he can break through to the innate
realm of great perfection in such a short time.”

Shangguan Wei’an felt that his mind was a little messy, “No, the Colorful Origin Fruit
produces fruit once in a hundred years. How can there be two of these? And, Wayne Lin
got both of them? The probability is too small!”

Cary said: “Who said that there is only one source of colorful fruit? This is not an
absolute thing. It seems that Wayne Lin did eat the second one to have such a rich
source of life. This is his luck, he It’s the trend-makers of this era.”

If someone else said such things to Shangguan Wei’an, he would definitely not believe
it, but if this person is Whampoa Road, he would believe it, because he has known



Whampoa Road for decades and is very clear about the person and ability of Whampoa
Road.

He couldn’t help sighing, and said with a bit of emotion: “From this point of view, this
Wayne Lin is really the trend-makers of the times.”

Cary nodded and said: “Let’s look at the battle between him and Lei Zhen. I’m looking
forward to it. If Lei Zhen dies in Wayne Lin’s hands, BRAGRUN,   an old thing, will come
out.”

Shangguan Weian, when he heard the word’BRAGRUN’, his pupils shrank visibly,
causing fear and awe. He said in a deep voice, “BRAGRUN,   this old ghost, is still
alive?”

Cary nodded and said: “I’m still alive. Although he hides deeply, I can still feel his
breath. He is not dead.”

BRAGRUN is the holy king of the BRAGRUN organization. The entire BRAGRUN
organization is named after BRAGRUN. However, many people don’t know this news,
including those inside the BRAGRUN organization.

Moreover, BRAGRUN hasn’t come out for a long time. He has been hiding. Many
people have guessed that BRAGRUN is dead, or he has become an immortal.

Only the core people know that BRAGRUN doesn’t have

Chapter 696
“Where is Randal, haven’t he left the customs yet?”

In front of Wayne Lin’s secret room, a mighty group of people had gathered, Damon
Wang asked worriedly.

Jiang Liqun paced back and forth, shook his head and said, “I haven’t got out yet.”

“Then what to do? Today is the date for the decisive battle. If Randal Lin should not
fight, he will lose.” Damon Wang said worriedly.



Indeed, ten days have passed, and today is the day of the decisive battle, and the news
has been spread in the upper class. Everyone is waiting for this day eagerly. If Wayne
Lin misses his appointment now, That reputation must fall a thousand miles!

“It shouldn’t be. We have been with Randal Lin for so long. When have we seen Randal
Lin retreat.” Jiang Liqun said solemnly.

Jeff Han also nodded and said: “Old Jiang is right. Randal Lin is very reliable. He will
never back down. I have confidence in Randal Lin!”

Others also believed in Wayne Lin, but immediately, Damon Wang’s words made them
all worried, “Well, what if there is a problem with Randal Lin’s practice, and he is crazy?
Then…”

He did not say what he said, but the meaning of the expression was already obvious.

If Wayne Lin becomes devastated, it will be over. With Lei Zhen’s strength and means,
he will definitely not let Wayne Lin go, and even they will be affected!

You know, Lei Zhen is not an ordinary person, but a big man who can wrestle with
Wayne Lin, even more than Wayne Lin!

They looked at each other and they all saw the worry in each other’s eyes.

“Or, let’s go in and have a look? In case Randal Lin really has an accident, we have
time to react.” Damon Wang softly put forward this suggestion, which was quickly
approved by Jeff Han and Jiang Liqun, and they decided to go in together. See how
Wayne Lin is doing inside.

However, just as they approached the secret room and were about to open the door to
enter, the door of the secret room was opened and Wayne Lin walked out of it in a
simple suit.

“I’m fine, you don’t need to worry.” Wayne Lin said lightly, obviously, he heard their
conversation in the secret room.

“That’s good, that’s good.” Damon Wang and the others were relieved, and then they
discovered that Wayne Lin has changed a little more now, and it has become different. I



don’t know how to describe that feeling, it seems to be , More approachable and
ordinary than before?

Jiang Liqun also discovered this. He felt incredible. It is reasonable to say that the
higher the realm, the stronger the aura and the more terrifying, but Wayne Lin is the
other way round, the higher the realm, the more common. It seems to be returning to
basics.

“Randal, have you succeeded in your retreat this time?” Jiang Liqun asked softly, and
everyone looked at Wayne Lin nervously. This is what they care about.

Wayne Lin smiled and said, “It’s pretty successful.”

When they heard Wayne Lin’s words, they all breathed a sigh of relief and relieved. As
long as Wayne Lin said that there is no problem, then it must be no problem. After this
period of time, they have developed a kind of thinking, which is to believe 100%. Wayne
Lin is almost faith.

Wayne Lin was indeed successful this time. After ten days of retreat, he digested all the
source of life in his body and became his own strength. Now he is truly the strongest
person in the congenital realm. He has Absolute confidence, even in the face of Jian
Rushuang, it is not his opponent!

Perhaps, in the hands of a strong King Kong, he can also escape.

This is not his expansion, but the fact.

Chapter 697
I haven’t seen it for a few days, and the neon clothes seem to have lost a lot of weight,
and people are also a little more haggard.

When Wayne Lin looked at each other with the neon clothes, Wayne Lin clearly saw
worry and sorrow in her eyes. Obviously, she was not optimistic about Wayne Lin,
thinking that Wayne Lin was already a dying person.

“You shouldn’t have promised Lei Zhen.” Nishang sighed and said very sadly.



Wayne Lin smiled and said, “You don’t believe me so much.”

Nishang said seriously: “Lei Zhen is not a nameless person. His cultivation is
unfathomable. Even Jian Rushuang may not be able to stabilize him. You are not his
opponent.”

“This is not necessarily true, he is Dzogchen in the Innate Realm, and I am also
Dzogchen in the Innate Realm.” Wayne Lin touched his nose and said.

Nishang looked at him arrogantly, without paying attention to it, and couldn’t help but
feel annoyed! When is this, Wayne Lin can actually laugh, does he really think that
relying on the spiritual fruit of heaven and earth, to break through to the congenital
realm of great perfection, is comparable to Lei Zhen?

Not to mention that they are both Innate Realm Great Perfection, and the gap between
them is also very large. Even if Wayne Lin’s breakthrough has only been less than two
months, it is incomparable with the old powerhouse like Lei Zhen, let alone Wayne Lin
did not pass. His own efforts made breakthroughs, but relying on the spiritual fruit of
heaven and earth to push his life to the innate realm to achieve great perfection, which
is equivalent to the growth of seedlings. How can this compare with Lei Zhen?

Nishang is now mourning its misfortune and angering it.

“You don’t even know how strong Lei Zhen is! Do you think that by relying on the
spiritual fruit of heaven and earth, you have broken through to the innate realm,
Dzogchen, and you will be invincible? Wayne Lin, you don’t know how big this world is. ,
You are too arrogant!” Nishang said in one breath, looking particularly excited, “You
have been so smooth these years, thinking that you have never lost, you are the
number one in the world, it is swollen, not even Lei Zhen Put it in your eyes! Do you
know what his nickname in the arena is, Godkiller! How many powerful people he has
slaughtered, and you, even the sword Rushuang can’t handle it, what do you use to
fight against Thunder Zhen? !”

She said that at the end, she almost roared, her expression was particularly excited,
and her face was a little red.

Wayne Lin was stunned when he saw her like this. He had known Nishang for so long,
but for the first time, he was so excited to see Nishang. You know, even that time, when



facing Ye Xingchen’s pursuit and killing, Nishang was not as excited as she is now when
she was forced to double repair with him.

But Wayne Lin was not angry. Not only was his heart warm, he was so excited because
he knew that Nishang cared about him.

He said seriously: “Sister Nishang, don’t worry, I will be fine, Lei Zhen is not my
opponent, my strength has surpassed him.”

Maybe it’s his current appearance, too serious and sincere. It doesn’t seem to be a lie.
After the neon clothes looked at each other, he couldn’t help but stunned, and a thought
involuntarily came up in his heart. Could it be that Wayne Lin really can Defeat Lei
Zhen?

But as soon as this idea came into being, she immediately denied it, because it was
impossible. No matter how talented Wayne Lin was, he would not be able to catch up
with Lei Zhen, not to mention that Lei Zhen himself was also a rare genius in the world.

So she thought that Wayne Lin was really swollen, and that’s why she said this!

The more so, the more angry she becomes.

She couldn’t tell how she felt to Wayne Lin. As the only son of her aunt, he was the man
who had taken her blood. She seemed to have traces of Wayne Lin left in her body. It
would be impossible to say that there was no feeling at all. of

.

However, she could not tell what kind of feeling it was. Anyway, she would often think of
Wayne Lin, and after hearing Wayne Lin’s promise to Lei Zhen’s decisive battle, she
was panicked, angry, and weak.

“Wayne Lin, you really disappoint me!” Nishang finally looked at Wayne Lin deeply, with
disappointment in his eyes, “You are too selfish. You took the Lion Mountain two months
ago, and now you are fighting Lei Zhen to the death. You have never considered the
feelings of others, you are not worthy to be the son of your aunt!”

After saying this, Nishang stopped looking at him, and left in strides, seeming to be
really disappointed with Wayne Lin.



Wayne Lin opened his mouth. Originally, he wanted to stop Nishang, but when the
words came to his lips, he still didn’t say anything. Because he knew that Nishang had
determined that he was not Lei Zhen’s opponent, and if he calculated how to explain
him, Nishang would not believe it. The only way that can be explained is to defeat Lei
Zhen and use facts to prove that he is not inflated.

Wayne Lin cleared up his mood and started going up the mountain.

He already felt the presence of Lei Zhen, a powerful breath, waiting for him on the top of
the mountain.

Along the way, Wayne Lin felt countless eyes on him. If it is a person with a bad mental
quality, this will definitely affect his mentality, but for Wayne Lin, it will not have any
effect. .

Wayne Lin saw a lot of acquaintances, and many comrades in the three places of
Xuanyuan came, Zhao Xia, Xiao Cangmang, Sun Liang…

In addition, there are people at Xuanyuan No.2, Xuanyuan No.1, and some
acquaintances in the business world. These people look at him differently. Some
encourage him and support him, while others take pleasure in misfortune and think he
Dead.

Wayne Lin also saw Ouyang Yanran, Guo Junyi, Yang Guiying and others.

“Master, come on, you will definitely win!”

Yang Guiying was full of excitement and clenched her fists to cheer for him.

The master shouted Wayne Lin a little embarrassed, he touched his nose and nodded
lightly.

And Tao Sanniang also came, looking at him deeply, cheering for him, from Tao
Sanniang’s eyes, Wayne Lin saw resoluteness, if he died, Tao Sanniang would also die
in love.

For Tao Sanniang, Wayne Lin completely accepted her, nodded to Tao Sanniang and
smiled back.



On the other mountain, a temporary shed was built, surrounded by more than a dozen
congenital realm masters guarding it. At first glance, you knew that the people in the
shed were either rich or expensive.

“Wayne Lin is really here. This battle is good.” Shangguan Wei’an said with a smile,
holding the sight glasses, he could clearly see the sight of Junlin Mountain on the
opposite side.

The military god Whampoa Road can be seen clearly without looking at glasses.

“Of course he will come. Wayne Lin will win this matchup.” Cary Huang said with a
smile.

“Has BRAGRUN come?” Shangguan Wei’an said seriously.

Cary Road shook his head and said: “I can’t feel his breath, I shouldn’t be here.”

Shangguan Wei’an breathed a sigh of relief even though he was disappointed.

Even if there is a military god, he is still very jealous of BRAGRUN.

Put his eyes on Wayne Lin’s side again. At this moment, he has reached the top of the
mountain and stood in front of Lei Zhen.

Chapter 698
Lei Zhen sat cross-legged on a huge rock, closed his eyes and rested, motionless, as if
he had merged with Junlin Mountain, he was a human-shaped stone, and against him,
he was against the entire Junlin Mountain.

In fact, Lei Zhen had already come to Junlin Mountain yesterday, and he has been
sitting on this huge rock so that his spirit can be integrated with the entire Junlin
Mountain. In this way, his strength will increase.

In his realm, in fact, the spiritual realm is more important, and the fist and fist has
become an auxiliary.



Now that he merged with Junlinshan smoothly, then Wayne Lin was even more not his
opponent.

He felt Wayne Lin’s arrival and opened his eyes. In that instant, in his eyes, a golden
light flashed, as if the true god between heaven and earth opened his eyes, and
everything in the world would surrender.

This is Lei Zhen’s core and his style. He has always felt that he is the only protagonist in
this world. The whole world is waiting for him to rule. Even if the saint king wants to
lower his head, Wayne Lin is a mere mere Wayne Lin. Keep it in the eye.

“Wayne Lin, I didn’t expect you to come and die. It seems that your IQ is not much
higher.” Lei Zhen said, obviously he said very quietly, but his voice clearly reached the
ears of the people on the court. That feeling, as if talking in their ears, was very magical.

“What’s the situation? Why are we so far away from Lei Zhen that we can hear him
talking? Did Lei Zhen install a speaker on Junlin Mountain?”

“What kind of audio, you have never seen the world! Lei Zhen has a deep inner
strength, so his words can be clearly transmitted to our ears. This is not something that
anyone can do. This time Wayne Lin is suspended, he It’s definitely not Lei Zhen’s
opponent!”

“Hey, this Lei Zhen is too powerful. If it were in ancient times, it would be a proper god.”

“That is, the Dzogchen in the Innate Realm, do you think it is that simple? In the five
thousand years of Yanhuang history, how many Dzogchens in the Innate Realm have
occurred in total. I think this time Wayne Lin is more fortunate than fortune, Wayne Lin
It’s going to be a ghost under Lei Zhen’s palm.”

“Yeah, Wayne Lin is too arrogant. Once he dies, the property he holds will fall apart, and
then we will still have a share!”

At the foot of Junlin Mountain, a group of people were discussing enthusiastically. Most
of them were not optimistic about Wayne Lin, thinking that Wayne Lin had been
arrogant for so long, but this time he finally hit the iron plate.



Wayne Lin said: “You came a day in advance, in order to merge with King Linshan, it
seems that you have no confidence in yourself. Before the battle, you have already
fallen behind.”

Lei Zhen seemed to have heard a big joke. He laughed loudly. A powerful sound spread
from his mouth and spread out to the surroundings, so that everyone could hear clearly
and at the same time feel it. Lei Zhen’s pride and disdain made his mind surging.

“Joke!” Lei Zhen slapped the rock with his right hand. Using the powerful recoil, he
soared up into the sky, but the rock that was originally under his seat could not bear the
power of his palm and fell apart.

Then Lei Zhen fell from the air and stood in front of Wayne Lin, his posture, like a god
descending to the earth, was too shocking and left an indelible impression on everyone
present!

“I’ll be timid to deal with you as a junior? I’m just coming over in advance to wait for you!
Wayne Lin, you claim to be the number one expert in Province G.

It is sitting in a well and watching the sky, knowing how to live or die. Today I will show
you how transcendent the true Dzogchen in the innate realm is! “

Lei Zhen spoke like a god, and initiated a trial of Wayne Lin. Wayne Lin was already in
danger.

I have to say that Lei Zhen is still very powerful, his height is equal to Wayne Lin, but his
domineering aura is like a king, centered on him, the world is full of untouchables, even
if Wayne Lin is the same innate The realm of great perfection is nothing but you.

This kind of hegemony can be felt by everyone present, and some people with relatively
poor psychological quality may even have the idea of   surrender and bow down to Lei
Zhen.

There was no change in the expression on Wayne Lin’s face, still with a faint smile, it
seemed to him that Lei Zhen was just a human-shaped creature without any pressure.

Indeed, although Lei Zhen is stronger than Fan Zhengping, but for Wayne Lin, he can
no longer cause any pressure.



Cary Dao was right. What Lei Zhen did the most wrong was to give Wayne Lin ten days
to digest the last life source and become the energy in his body.

“Lei Zhen, you want to use me to slap your face and increase your prestige in the
BRAGRUN organization, so as to seize the qualifications of the heir to the holy king.”
Wayne Lin said lightly, with some jokes in his eyes, “The idea is to play well. , But you
overestimate yourself too much. People who hunt will also be eaten by their prey.”

Lei Zhen couldn’t help being surprised when he heard Wayne Lin’s words, his
expression couldn’t help but change.

You know, his plan, but no one said it. On the surface, his idea was because of the neon
clothes that made him attack Wayne Lin. But now, Wayne Lin actually said all his inner
thoughts? How could this surprise him? He even wondered if someone had leaked the
news!

But he thought about it carefully, he didn’t say anything, who could pass it to Wayne Lin!

Fortunately, his reaction speed was very fast, and he immediately recovered. He
hummed heavily and said in a cold voice: “Nonsense! Wayne Lin, do you think such
naive methods can disrupt my murderous intentions!”

Wayne Lin smiled even more jokingly, “Haha, Lei Zhen, you are too good at routines.
Originally, I was just guessing, but I didn’t expect to try randomly, so I tried it out. It turns
out that you have been staring at the position of the Holy King, no How would he think
of you if it reaches your holy king’s ears?”

“You!” Lei Zhen saw Wayne Lin’s beastly look, and couldn’t figure out why he was
fooled. He was given a routine by a little beast like Wayne Lin. For a while, he became
even more annoyed and treated Wayne Lin. Ming’s murderous intent is also more
intense.

“Little beast, you are looking for death!” Lei Zhen’s eyes were violent, and he stared at
Wayne Lin firmly. Even the people at the foot of the mountain felt a terrifying chill,
especially uncomfortable.

Wayne Lin shook his head with a disappointed look, and said, “Lei Zhen, although your
cultivation base is high, but your IQ is not high, you have been so easy to get my
routine. However, your idea is going to fail, because you simply , Not mine, opponent!”



When Wayne Lin’s last two words fell, he shot, his body disappeared in place, and when
he reappeared, he was already in front of Lei Zhen.

Fast as lightning!

The war officially began.

Chapter 699
What is called no action is nothing, and once a shot is a thunderbolt, Wayne Lin is now.

His proactive action unexpectedly caught Lei Zhen a little bit by surprise. Nothing else.
Wayne Lin’s speed was too fast, and his momentum was stormy, swallowing mountains
and rivers, as if Wayne Lin had turned into a natural disaster at this moment, destroying
everything, and Lei Zhen only It is just a trace of ants in the catastrophe, which will be
annihilated by the disaster at any time.

If it was changed to the Dzogchen who had just been promoted to the Innate Realm,
facing Wayne Lin’s blow, he would not be able to dodge. With one move, he would be
injured by Wayne Lin and lose the ability to fight.

In terms of fighting, it is called KO, but Lei Zhen is different. He is a first-class
powerhouse in the Great Perfection of the Innate Realm. Facing Wayne Lin’s attack, he
will naturally not be so easily KO, he reacted almost instantly and made the most
correct response, fighting with Wayne Lin.

“Huh, do you still want to attack me? I’m not a fool, and I dare to show my ugliness!” Lei
Zhen snorted coldly, and started to counterattack. His moves are very subtle, as if they
can only be calculated by humans. It was almost perfect.

Moreover, his momentum is rising steadily. His figure is obviously not particularly tall,
but in the eyes of everyone, he has become a giant with a height of hundreds of feet,
covering the entire Junlin Mountain, as if Junlin Mountain is his weapon, and the forest
In his hand, Ming is just an insect, not at the same level at all, and it will be wiped out
when it is easily stepped on.



This battle between Wayne Lin and Lei Zhen can be said to affect the hearts of
countless people. They all want to see who can win. This will affect the next pattern of
Province G!

“The strength of this Thunder Zhen is really terrifying. He actually merged with Junlin
Mountain in aura. Now he is fighting on Junlin Mountain, and he is just like a tiger, while
Wayne Lin is repelled everywhere. It would be good to be able to show 80% of his
power.”

Among the crowd, Luo Hongyang took a deep breath and said with incomparable
feeling.

Fang Xingping next to him also nodded and said: “The Great Perfection of the Innate
Realm is really terrifying. It is a long way from the fourth stage of the Innate Realm.
Together, the four of us are not Ren Lei Zhen’s opponents. .”

“I can’t catch even one trick, alas…”

They were all suddenly lost. They themselves were considered first-class geniuses.
They stood on the human pyramid and surpassed 99.99% of the people in the world.
However, they were at the top level like Lei Zhen. In front of him, he couldn’t even take
a single move, no different from the ant.

What made them most uncomfortable was that Wayne Lin was originally their
descendant, and his strength was below them. A year ago, they choked Wayne Lin to
death is no different from choking an ant.

But now only a year has passed and Wayne Lin has left them far behind. This kind of
strong contrast really makes them feel disappointed and sad, but there is no way, since
even Fan Zhengping has lost to Wayne Lin. After that, they didn’t have the courage to
fight Wayne Lin, they could only curse Wayne Lin secretly from the bottom of their
hearts.

Especially for Zhong Tao, it is even more uncomfortable!

The harder Wayne Lin is, the more uncomfortable and unwilling he is.



“Hmph, this time Wayne Lin is dead. Lei Zhen is among the best in the Great Perfection
of the Innate Realm. Five years ago, even Chief Fan was defeated by him. Now five
years ago.

In the past, Lei Zhen didn’t know how far he had grown, but Wayne Lin was just a brat,
how could he be Lei Zhen’s opponent! “Zhong Tao gritted his teeth and said: “In this
battle, Wayne Lin will undoubtedly lose! “

Yes, they are not optimistic about Wayne Lin, thinking that Wayne Lin will pay for his
expansion, and the price is death.

On the other side, there was a red figure, her gaze was staring tightly, full of worry and
despair, especially when she saw Lei Zhen’s move and forced Wayne Lin back step by
step. Without the strength to fight back, she even more Sad.

“You arrogant fellow! Why did you agree to Lei Zhen’s challenge? He came to kill you on
purpose. You don’t know how strong Lei Zhen is. He already has the qualifications to
challenge Shuang Rushuang. What are you going to do with him? Than?!” Neishang
said with hatred of iron and steel. She was no longer the pale fairy before, but became a
woman with seven emotions and six desires. This change was changed step by step
after she met Wayne Lin.

To be honest, she can’t tell Wayne Lin what she feels now, and she even wonders if she
has already developed affection for Wayne Lin.

One thing she can be sure of is that she doesn’t want to see Wayne Lin fall. If Wayne
Lin is really dead, then she will be sad.

However, no matter how worried she is, it is useless now. This battle has been
completely out of her control and is no longer her control.

She still remembered that when Wayne Lin first came into contact with Wayne Lin,
Wayne Lin had just stepped into the innate realm. At that time, Wayne Lin was so weak
that she could crush it with one hand, but now, it didn’t take long for Wayne Lin. Ming
had grown to this point, and he didn’t know whether he should be happy for Wayne Lin
or be disappointed.

It’s too late and it’s fast, and Wayne Lin and Lei Zhen have already passed a thousand
moves in this moment!



Their speed is fast to the extreme, and their strength is enormous, they are completely
two human-shaped tyrannosaurus, and their bodies contain endless power.

Fortunately, their place is Junlin Mountain, otherwise, in the metropolis, it is estimated
that the tall buildings will be demolished by them!

“Wayne Lin, is this your strength? It’s too weak, hahaha…” Lei Zhen is clearly at ease.
While launching a surging attack on Wayne Lin, he can speak leisurely, indicating that
he has not exerted all his strength. , And this had already defeated Wayne Lin, and it
seemed that there was no way to fight back. It was already obvious which was better.

Wayne Lin didn’t finish. He frowned slightly, as if he seemed to be struggling, and it was
only a matter of time before he failed.

“Brother Cary, the situation is not good, Wayne Lin is downwind, it seems that he is not
Lei Zhen’s opponent!” Shangguan Wei’an frowned on the other mountain.

But Cary Road was drinking tea leisurely, not worried at all, and smiled faintly: “Brother
Shangguan, you are wrong. Wayne Lin is not disadvantaged. He is just learning Lei
Zhen’s martial arts. This time, Wayne Lin surprised me again. With such a high martial
arts talent, it is really possible that it is not bad to step into King Kong.”

Shangguan Wei’an was shocked when he heard this. He had known Cary Dao for many
years, and he had never seen Cary Dao praise anyone like this. From this point of view,
Wayne Lin is really very strong…

“Wait, the battle will soon change.” Cary added another meaningful sentence.

Chapter 700
“What is this sound? Why does it sound like a bomb?”

“Listen, it seems to be coming from Junlin Mountain. Has anyone exploded the
mountain in Junlin Mountain?”

“No, there is no mining value in Junlin Mountain. Why would anyone go to bomb Junlin
Mountain, and I haven’t heard any relevant news.”



Near Junlin Mountain, a group of people looked over curiously after hearing the sound.

This is a group of well-dressed young people, there are more than a dozen, all
handsome men and beautiful women. They had come here for vacation, but they heard
all kinds of explosion-like sounds, which immediately attracted their curiosity.

A rich man with long bangs and noodles suggested: “Why don’t we go and see,
Junlinshan. I heard from the older generation that there are so many secrets on it.”

Hearing his suggestion, everyone else started to feel excited and walked towards Junlin
Mountain together.

The closer you are to Junlin Mountain, the more you can hear the explosion on Junlin
Mountain. But when I got closer, I heard it again, not like an explosion, but as if some
large creatures were destroying it, banging, and the movement was so loud, even at the
foot of the mountain, they could feel the mountain passing Coming here, the shaking
resembled an earthquake.

This aroused their curiosity even more, and could not help speeding up their pace.

“Arrived!”

The person running in the front yelled, and then his eyes widened, as if he had seen
something incredible.

In front of him, what I saw was that many luxury cars were parked, all kinds, the
cheapest, costing more than one million! The more expensive ones, even tens of
millions!

What’s the situation? Could there be a big group that is driving here?

But even at the car show, there are not so many luxury cars. Besides, under the
mountain, King’s Landing is just a mountainous area where the birds do not shit, so how
can anyone come to hold the car show.

However, if it were not for the auto show, it would be even more unexplainable. Why are
there so many luxury cars parked here?

Could it be that he had hallucinations?



“Hey, Juntao, why are you stunned? What do you see…I rely on!” The second person
also saw this scene. He also opened his eyes instantly and shouted out, extremely
exaggerated.

Then, the people behind also rushed over, and they finally saw the large row of luxury
cars in front of them. They only felt weird and couldn’t believe why there are so many
luxury cars here.

“What’s going on?”

The people behind also said in astonishment.

At this moment, a loud bang came from Junlin Mountain, which shocked them all. All of
them looked up, and suddenly they saw a scene that they would never forget.

I saw that on the top of Junlin Mountain, there were two people, one of them was
holding a huge tree in his hand, which was used as a weapon. They swung fiercely at
the other party, at a rapid speed, as if they had cut the air and made a woof. The
whining voice reached them.

Then, the two big trees violently collided with each other and broke.

But this did not stop. Then, the two people on the top of the mountain trembled together
again. They didn’t seem to be humans, but giants, monsters, and gods. They had
inexhaustible power on their bodies, so they could pull them out. He picked up the big
tree next to him and threw it at the opponent.

And, the big rocks on the mountain became their weapons. They were thrown by them
in various ways. Some big rocks even flew in their direction, flew over their heads,
smashed behind them, and threw a few big trees. It’s all broken.

“This, this is…”

It took a full ten seconds before someone of them reacted, swallowing heavily, and said
in disbelief and amazement!

<
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“I don’t know, is this someone making a movie?”

“Make a ghost movie! This is a fight between gods! My god, I said, I saw a post on a
forum before, saying that there are supermen in this world, and these supermen are one
by one. It can fly to the sky and escape, with great power! I didn’t believe it before, and
thought it was a joke. Now it seems to be true. There is indeed a superman in this
world!”

A man said excitedly.

The other man next to him got excited too, hurriedly pushed him, and asked, “What
forum is it? Send me the link to the post.”

“It was deleted a long time ago. That post was deleted after only a few minutes of
existence. I thought it was a post at that time. Now it seems to be true, true!”

When the other people heard it, they were excited and yearning. Their gazes looked
closely at the two figures on Junlin Mountain.

It’s a pity that the distance is too far, and there are many tall trees in the middle of it. As
a result, they often can’t see the two figures and can only hear the shocking sound,
which makes them feel like a cat scratched in their hearts.

To them, it was like discovering the gods, they couldn’t wait to get in touch with each
other, and they ignored the danger.

“They seem to be on the other side of the mountain. Let’s go and chase them!”

“I think this must be a superman, otherwise it is a fairy! If this is appreciated by them
and accept us as disciples, then we will make a lot of money!”

“That’s right, with my qualifications, the gods will definitely follow me!”

All of them were very excited, as if they were a few steps that could climb the sky in one
step. Just imagine, if they were so powerful, they would not walk sideways in society.
Who would dare to offend them then? Those who were not pleasing to the eye before
can now take revenge. It’s cool to think of that picture!

So they couldn’t wait to rush over.



However, they didn’t get too close, and they were blocked by a group of people in black.

“Nowhere, leave quickly!”

Immediately there was a strong man looking at them with threatening eyes.

These people in black knew that they weren’t simple characters at first glance, and they
felt the aura and persuaded them. The more so, the more it became clear that the two
people fighting on the top of the mountain must be gods! Even if it is not a god, it is a
superhuman existence.

“Junlin Mountain is not a military powerhouse. Why don’t you let us in!”

“Yeah, what’s the matter with us going in, this is our right.”

“Don’t think you are fierce, you can deprive us of power.”

Obviously, this is a group of college students who are quite educated, and all they say
are cultural.

However, when they get here, even if they are educated, they are not good enough.

The sturdy man, his face sank, he snorted heavily and said, “Get out! Otherwise, don’t
blame me for being rude!”

When he said that, he geared up, as if they didn’t leave, they started beating people.

The group of college students, they were all frightened, and couldn’t help taking a few
steps back.

Just when they were at a loss, at this moment, suddenly from the top of the mountain,
an arrogant voice came, “Hahaha, Wayne Lin, you have no physical strength, this time
you are not dead!”

When this group of college students heard this voice, their heartbeat accelerated a lot,
and there was an indescribable fear and awe.

Then, there was another lazy voice, “Lei Zhen, I have already touched your skills. In this
case, you are no longer worthwhile. Lie down for me.”




